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God is with Esther.

PRESCHOOL

SAY
THIS

WEEK T WO

WHO IS ALWAYS WITH YOU?

God is with Esther.

WEEK T WO
ESTHER 2:2–8:17
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2017

GOD IS ALWAYS WITH ME.

ESTHER 2:2–8:17

DRIVE TIME

DO
THIS

As you put your child in his/her car seat,
name the things that are with him/her as you
point to them. For example: “Your favorite
toy is with you. Your bag is with you. And God is ALWAYS
with you!”

REMEMBER THIS

“Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid…for the Lord your
God goes with you.”
Deuteronomy 31:6, NIV

BASIC
TRUTH

GOD LOVES ME
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FIGHT FOR THEIR HEARTS
by Reggie Joiner

I distinctly remember having a conversation with my oldest daughter one
night when I was tucking her into bed.
It was one of those days when she
had gotten in about as much trouble
as a five-year-old can. Right before I
turned out the lights, I was compelled
to ask her this question: “Do you think
I love you more when you’re good or
more when you’re bad?”
She immediately responded, “You
love me more when I’m good!” My
heart sank when I realized that was her
perception of our relationship. I tried
to apologize to her and started that
night repeating to her over time, “I
hope you will always remember that I
love you the same when you are good
or bad.”
It’s so easy for us to make the rules
more important than the relationship.
It’s in the tone of our voice, our body
language, and our eyes. If we are not
careful, disappointment in our kids’
behavior can be translated into their
hearts as rejection.
The truth is our children will always
challenge the rules and debate our
reasoning, but we should strive

to parent in a way that will never
allow them to question how much
we love them.
Looking back now, I realize I never
explained the rules so clearly that my
children agreed and said in unison,
“Oh, now we understand, Father!
You have explained it so well. We will
do exactly what you say.” It is natural
and normal for kids to challenge
the process. As they move toward
independence, it will happen more
frequently. That’s the problem with
rules—you can always debate their
rationale. But, you can’t debate a
trusted relationship.
Unfortunately, most of us parents are
better skilled at fighting to win the
argument than we are at fighting to win
the heart. The rules you give and the
reasons behind them will carry much
more weight when you communicate
in a style that values the relationship.
It’s one of the most powerful things a
parent can do.
For more blog posts
and parenting resources, visit:

ParentCue.org

Download the free Parent Cue App
AVAILABLE FOR IOS AND ANDROID DEVICES
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